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Abstract.
In 1982, David Chaum introduced the concept of anonymous credentials. and in 1989 later
formalized this scheme to be based on the concept of so-called ”blind” RSA signatures. The primitive continues to be used within both deployed systems as well as academic literature. In this
work, we show that this primitive does not, in fact, provide the unlinkability properties it set out
to achieve, and demonstrate that an honest-but-curious Bank, or any adversary with the ability to
observe the activities of the Bank, is capable of linking the redemption of a Chaum Token to its
issuance.
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Introduction

In the early 1980’s David Chaum began the Cypherpunk movement by proposing anonymous
identification, electronic cash, and mix networks in general terms. [Cha85; Cha82b; Cha82a] In
his seminal work on Untraceable Electronic Cash, he later formalized the first two systems by
using using blinded RSA signatures. [CFN89]
His work on blind signatures continues to be cited to this day, and, in fact, at least one proof
has been published purporting the security and unlinkability of the scheme. [Bel+02]
In this paper, we show that the unlinkability property of Chaum’s scheme does not hold in
the case where the issuing party (the “Bank”) is either under surveillance, curious, or subject to
coercion. The Bank need not be assumed to be malicious in order to link a token’s issuance to its
ultimate redemption —even an honest-but-curious Bank is able to link client transactions.
The rest of this paper is divided as follows: First, we motivate the significance of this break by
pointing out contemporary systems that propose to make use of Chaum tokens. Next, we describe,
in detail, Chaum’s token scheme with RSA blind signatures. Finally, we describe how an adversary
with surveillance capabilities over the issuer/bank can link the spending or redemption of tokens
to their issuance.
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Many thanks to Mike Perry for pestering me constantly to write this paper.
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Motivation

Several cryptographic schemes are currently proposing 1 the use of Chaum Tokens combined
with a RSA blind signature scheme: these include several modifications and extensions to the
Bitcoin protocol as well as other, more recent digital cash and cryptographic currency schemes,
and “anonymous” and pseudonymous authentication schemes. Often, a prominent feature of these
schemes is their claim to either anonymity protection or general privacy preservation. When the
veracity of these claims of privacy preservation and/or anonymity is reducible to a dependency on
the unlinkability property purportedly provided by Chaum’s token scheme — itself dependent on
the underlying blind signature scheme — the privacy and anonymity of the client are placed at
risk.
One such example is BNymble, a variant on the Nymble protocol for allowing online-services
providers to blacklist anonymous misbehaving users. [Joh+07] BNymble utilises Chaum Tokens
to register a mapping between client-chosen pseudonyms and identities, via an Authorized Signer
(AS), such that a blacklist of abusive, or unwanted, ”anonymous” clients can be created, while no
party except the AS is able to link any client’s pseudonyms to their actual identities. [LH12]
Similarly, the OpenCoin cryptocurrency specification describes using RSA blind signatures
to protect the client anonymity via transactional unlinkability between coin generation and purchases made with those coins. The security definition for client anonymity within OpenCoin is
even defined to rely solely upon the unlinkability of the underlying RSA blind signature scheme.
[DPW14]
Even privacy-aware Location-Based Services (LBS) have explored the idea of using these
signatures with the intention of maintaining unlinkability between client transactions. [MHN09]
To sum, the prime personal motivation for this paper is this: empty promises of anonymity
are at best silencing, and at worst deadly, to journalists, whistleblowers, activists and dissidents
worldwide.
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Chaum Tokens in Detail

3.1

Original Security Requirements for the Underlying Signature Scheme

According to Chaum’s seminal work, the signature scheme used within these tokens are required
to have the following properties:
Digital signature – Anyone can check that a stripped signature s0 (x) was formed
using signer’s private key s0 .
Property II Blind signature – Signer knows nothing about the correspondence between the elements of the set of stripped signed matter s0 (xi ) and the elements of the set of
unstripped signed matter s0 (c(xi )).
Property III Conservation of signatures – Provider can create at most one stripped signature for
each token signed by signer (i.e. even with s0 (c(x1 )) . . . s0 (c(xn )) and choice of
{c, c0 , xi }, it is impractical to produce s0 (y), such that r(y) and y 6= xi ).
Property I
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Including several schemes already implemented, and currently in use, which use Chaum Tokens combined with RSA
blind signatures.
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In Chaum’s work on untraceable digital cash, he proposed a special case of what has since
been generalized as RSA Blind Signatures. In generalized blind signing, the Bank maintains an
RSA keypair (n, d, e, q, p) for issuing tokens, where q and p are primes, n = pq, and e and d are
inverses (mod φ(n)). 2
In our notation in the following sections, s denotes a stripped, unblinded signature, equivalent
to Chaum’s notation s0 (c(xi )) above. Intermediate, blinded message and signatures are denoted
with ticks, i.e. s0 and m0 , respectively. The “conversion function”, c, is left out for simplicity.

3.2

Token Issuance Protocol

In the generalized Chaum token scheme, the Spender obtains a token from the Bank (usually, in
exchange for some non-private payment) in the following manner:
The Spender provides an arbitrary3 message value m, which constitutes the first half of the
eventual token. Next, the Spender generates a random blinding factor, r, which should be prime
relative to the Bank’s RSA public modulus n (i.e. the Spender should check that GCD(r, n) = 1).
If r is the output of some deterministic function, the adversarial advantage for distinguishing r
from a randomly chosen integer should be negligible.
Blinding The Spender then computes the signing input, m0 , by raising the blinding factor r to the
Bank’s public RSA exponent, e, and multiplying this by the original message m:
m0 = mre (mod n)

(1)

The Spender then sends the blinded message m0 to the Bank for signing.
Signing The Bank signs the blinded message m0 , yielding the blind signed response s0 :

s0 ≡ m0d (mod n)
= (mre )d (mod n)

(2)

Unblinding To obtain a redeemable token (m, s), the Spender removes the blinding factor r from
s0 by applying its inverse:
2
3

In Chaum’s 1989 paper, e was fixed at 3, with d as its inverse. The reason for doing so seems unclear.
In later versions of the scheme, to provide some amount of protection against the RSA-blind-signing attack, the
message m is sent through a one-way function (typically a strong hash) prior to either blinding or signing. Thus, in
the spending/redemption step, the bank is sent the pair (m, s0 (f (m)) during the spending/redemption phase (rather
than (m, s0 (m)), but this does not substantially affect the mechanisms of either the signing scheme, or the following
attack. As has been noted elsewhere [XXX], cryptographic padding schemes generally cannot be used within blind
signatures, due to inability for unblinding to still produce a valid signature, due to the Bank not knowing the actual
message m at the time of signing, and thus being unable to properly pad m before signing.

3

s ≡ s0 r−1 (mod n)
= m0d r−1 (mod n)
= (mre )d r−1 (mod n)

(3)

= md red r−1 (mod n)
= md (mod n)
The complete token is then the original message and the unblinded signature: (m, s). The
Spender may then use the token in whatever way, i.e. optionally spending it with some Merchant.

3.3

Token Redemption

Any party wishing to redeem a token, may do so by sending (m, s) to the Bank, and anyone
wishing to check the validity of that token should be able to verify that the unblinded signature s
is a valid signature on m produced by the Bank. To prevent double-spending in online variants of
the scheme, the bank records the fact that the token (m, s) has been spent.
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Linking RSA Blind Signatures to their Issuance

For a stateful Bank, who is merely Honest-but-Curious, or any Observer of the Bank, it is possible
to break the unlinkability property4 of Chaum Tokens, linking the token redemption to its issuance.
To do so, the Bank (or Observer) keeps a record of the set of all blinded-message blindedsignature pairs, (m0i , s0i ), for all outstanding (i.e. unredeemed) tokens issued, T.5 When a token
(mi , si ) is redeemed, the adversary’s goal is to determine which issuance transaction pair corresponds to this token redemption.
It is known, from the signing step in (2), that
s0i = (mi rie )d

(4)

Therefore, a candidate blinding factor rj should be recovered from each the issuance transaction history (m0j , s0j ) for each outstanding token in T. Each rj should be tested in combination
with the unblinded message m (from the token currently being redeemed) to assess if rj produces
the same blinded message m0j as the candidate one from the corresponding transaction history:
4
5

I.e. Property II of the underlying blind signature scheme, defined above.
Or merely the issuance transaction pairs concerning a particular user of interest, e.g. in order to track that user’s
purchases.
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(5)

To determine if the j th transaction, (m0j , s0j ), corresponds to a given token (m, s), the adversary
must check that the candidate factor rj , when used within the original blinding (1) and unblinding
(3) equations along with the values (m, s) from the token, produces the same blinded messagesignature pair (m0j , s0j ) as in (5):

 

(6)
m0j , s0j = mrje , srje
When this check is satisfied, the adversary knows that the candidate blinding factor, rj , is
correct, and hence has linked the issuance and redemption. Similarly to the previously-mentioned
trivial procedure for double-spending protection used by the Bank, the adversary in this case may
remove (m, s) from T.
t
u
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